We report here about a series of international workshops on e-learning of mathematics at university level, which have been jointly organised by the three publicly funded open universities in the Iberian Peninsula and which have taken place annually since 2009. The history, achievements and prospects for the future of this initiative will be addressed.

**Introduction**

Distance learning already has a long and remarkably successful history in enabling access to higher education for populations that, for whatever reasons, are not able to attend classes at a traditional institution [1].

Distance learning programmes have always been dependent on the most up-to-date communication technology of the day, from the widespread generalisation of regular mail distribution using the rail network in 19th century Europe, which was the underpinning of the “correspondence courses” phase of distance learning, to the use of radio and television capabilities in the 20th century, to the use of electronic mail at the turn of the millennium, until the present day internet based e-learning platforms for teaching online.

These technological changes in distance learning have naturally implied a corresponding change in the way materials in the various disciplines are produced and presented to students. In the case of mathematics, the ongoing pace of change in information, communication and computing technologies, with a strong impact in the newly available informatics tools, also requires a constant actualisation in technological and pedagogical issues from mathematicians teaching at universities offering online courses, either completely (e-learning) or partially (b-learning). These actualisation requirements have resulted in a number of initiatives aimed at fostering the interaction and exchange of experiences between them.

**e-math workshops and online learning of mathematics in Spain and Portugal**

The Iberian Peninsula has three state funded universities entirely dedicated to offering online courses: in Spain the Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia (with its central site in Madrid, founded in 1972) and the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (in Barcelona, founded in 1995) and in Portugal the Universidade Aberta (in Lisbon, founded in 1988). In spite of the close geographical proximity (about 1,000 kilometres separate Lisbon and Barcelona, with Madrid almost exactly in the middle), the fact is that close collaboration between mathematicians of our three universities only started after we met for the first time while attending the 5th JEM Workshop – “ICT on the Teaching of Mathematics and on the Mathematics Curriculum” in Paris, organised in November 2008 by the late Mika Seppälä [2].

The recognition of common challenges facing the teaching of university mathematics over the internet and the need for learning from each other’s experiences, both from the successes and the failures, led us to start a regular series of meetings, jointly organised by our three universities, the first of which took place in Lisbon, at UAb, in the Summer of 2009. The success of this first meeting resulted in the organisation of the next two meetings, in Madrid (2010) and Barcelona (2011). At this stage, the name of these annual meetings finally stabilised to “e-math workshops”. The cyclic nature of the organisation of the meetings has been maintained and last May the meeting achieved the middle of its third cycle with the organisation of the 8th meeting in Madrid.

Mathematical e-learning has important specific characteristics implying particular use of technology and educational strategies. Therefore, the subjects in the meetings include news on the technology of mathematical communication, innovations in mathematical e-learning strategies, assessment technology, educational data analysis, videos, MOOCS, good educational practices, student results presentations, programmes and tools for teaching mathematics and many, many more.

**e-math workshops as an international maths e-learning forum**

Although the origin of the e-math workshops was the desire to exchange experiences about e-learning of mathe-
matics in our three Iberian distance learning universities, from the very beginning we were aware that our collaboration must not lack attention to what was going on in other educational institutions in our countries, and to the developments of mathematics e-learning in Europe and the world beyond the Pyrenees.

A reflection of this awareness is the inclusion of invited guest speakers to the workshops from outside Spain and Portugal: Hans Cuypers (Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands), Sven Trenholm (Loughborough University, UK), Miryam Berezina (Or Braude College, Israel) Kellie Grasman (Missouri University of Science and Technology, USA) and Karan Sagar (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA) in Barcelona, 2011; David Brannan (Open University, UK) in Lisbon, 2012; Magally Martínez Reyes and René Cruz Flores (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de México) and Olga Caprotti (Project Manager of the Thematic Network: Joining Educational Mathematics) in Madrid, 2013; and Mika Seppälä (University of Helsinki, Finland) in Barcelona 2014, by videoconference.

Another indication of the openness of the e-math workshops to the wider mathematical community is that they continue to attract participants from other institutions of both our countries that use and develop online teaching tools as an aid to their more traditional face-to-face teaching. Some of those who have presented oral communications are José Antonio Seijas (Universidade da Coruña, Spain), José Santos and Alexandre Trocado (Instituto GeoGebra de Portugal), Juan Medina (University of Cartagena, Spain), Juan Moreno García (UDIMA – Universidad a Distancia de Madrid, Spain), Laura Bujalance (Universidad Camilo José Cela, Spain), Marta Ginovart and Mónica Blanco (Polytechnic University of Catalonia, Spain), Rui Paiva (Leiria Polytechnic, Portugal) and Ruy Costa (Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Portugal). In several meetings, we have also had participation from scientists in areas such as physics, chemistry and economy (e.g. Mª Isabel Gómez del Río, Chemistry of UNED, Madrid, 2013). And, of course, there have been many who, although not presenting, have attended the talks and contributed to the discussions. There have also been participants with interests in other educational levels, including secondary schools, adult access to university, lifelong learning and permanent teacher training, revealing the importance of e-learning methodology in teaching mathematics.

On another level, the e-math workshops have also attracted the interest of a technological company dedicated to mathematical e-learning activity – Wiris (Maths and More, Barcelona), with representatives present at most of our meetings and talks by Carles Aguiló and Ramón Eixarch.

Last but not least, an extended dossier on “Mathematical e-Learning”, with papers directly related to the 3rd e-math workshop, has been published in the “Universities and Knowledge Society Journal” [3].

**e-math impacts and future prospects**

In addition to the important aspects of exchanging ideas, practices and experiences on how to teach mathematics online, there have been a number of other tangible consequences of the e-math meetings. A major one is the supervision of students for Master’s degrees and PhDs. Several MSc students have worked for their dissertations under the supervision of professors of one of the other universities, using for that accompanying work the technological tools pertaining to distance learning. Another type of collaborative initiative between teaching staff of UAb, UOC and UNED has also taken place, with postgraduate (MSc and PhD) courses and lifelong learning programmes of one of the universities being taught through an online platform by a professor of another, with no need for them to leave their office. Distance learning can also serve students through “delocalisation” of instructors, who, like the students themselves, can be located anywhere in the world and still be effective in their teaching roles!

Due to the support of a number of financing sources, among them an Erasmus+ Agreement, some of the students involved in the joint supervision effort have afterwards been able to present their work at later e-maths meetings, which, in this way, have also provided future mathematicians a way to gain experience in communicating their new results.

All e-math conferences conclude in a round table about possible collaborations and, on all occasions, new ideas arise, some turning into a reality by the time of the next meeting.

In the last two e-math workshops (Porto 2015 and Madrid 2016), we have been happy to have the organisational support of the Real Sociedad Matemática Española, the Societat Catalana de Matemàtiques and the Sociedade Portuguesa de Matemática, who all provided remarkable help in spreading information about the workshops to their associates and to the Iberian public at large. To bring e-math to the attention of a wider European constituency is one of the goals of this paper, and the natural role of the European Mathematical Society in supporting this objective is, we believe, invaluable.
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*Participants at the 8th e-math workshop, Madrid (May 2016)*
zbMATH has recently launched a new way of pursuing its aim of keeping researchers up-to-date with current developments in their areas of interest. Whilst the traditional usage of the printed Zentralblatt edition – browsing the huge yellow volumes in search of papers and reviews in your area of interest – has been declining for a long time, resulting in the discontinuation of the print version in 2010, there is now the equivalent option of getting an update of newly included items and reviews in electronic form every two weeks. The access is managed through an Atom Feed, a web feed format that is an enhanced version of the classic RSS format and is supported by all modern news readers. By entering a URL like ‘https://zbmath.org/atom/cc/14’ in your browser or any other news reader program, you can easily find the articles that were added in the most recent volume, in this case for MSC field 14 (Algebraic Geometry). Each entry displays (depending on your news reader) the title, the authors and a review or summary. Included is a link to the zbMATH article page containing further infor-